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Hahnville Volunteer Fire Department
Standard Operating Guidelines
Number 101.00
Title, Validity & Purpose
These standard operating guidelines constitute Fire
Protection District #3 policy and procedures manual. Standard
operating guidelines are a set of organized directives that
establish a standard course of action for the department to
increase the effectiveness and safety of the emergency response
team.
It is difficult to operate consistently and effective without
such standard operating guidelines, particularly on the scene of
a complex emergency. Standard guidelines allow the department
to develop a course of attack before the emergency; this is one
of the most effective elements of pre-emergency planning.
Successful command and operating activities require the
integrated efforts of the entire team which is, in turn, organized
and mobilized under a strong central plan. While the actions of
the individual at the emergency scene are important, emergency
operations are done collectively.
The department is committed to use standard operating
guidelines on all emergency incidents, all of the time. Applying
these guidelines to everyday, routine business develops a set of
regular habits for the individual and for the team.
Standard guidelines help make a variety of decisions before
the emergency, that structure how the organization will react.
This allows the incident commander to concentrate on the
critical rather than the routine decisions. The incident
commander can not make the critical decisions if he or she has
to decide where everyone will park and how they should talk on
the radio.
This manual also includes administrative rules which help
the department function in a smooth and effective manner
outside of the emergency situation. These administration rules
address personnel and maintenance manners.
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Hahnville Volunteer Fire Department
Standard Operating Guidelines
Enforcement of these procedures is primary an education
process. The manual itself serves as a training tool for the new
recruits and as a reference book for the seasonal firefighter. The
best procedure for enforcement of these guidelines is positive
feedback and acknowledgement of a good performance.
Recognition of positive experiences creates an atmosphere,
which motivates everyone to use the next opportunity to apply
the procedure again.
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Number:

101.01

Initiation of a Standard Operating Guideline
The purpose of implementing Standard Operating
Guidelines is a dynamic process. The procedures are developed,
trained on, implemented and then evaluated. If necessary, the
guideline is modified and the process begins again.
Process:
Any member of the department may initiate a new Standard
Operating Guideline or propose a revision to an existing
guideline. The Chief or President shall receive proposed changes
or new guidelines and present them to the Board of Directors for
their recommendation. The format of document will be in a
manner to explain why the guideline or change should be
considered.
After review by the Board of Directors, The guideline will be
presented to the membership for consideration. The vote must be
a majority of voting members present to have included into the
Standard Operating Guidelines manual.
After adoption, the new guideline will be distributed to all
members of the department.
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200.00

Command: Command Procedure
The effective functioning of the fire department units and
personnel at operating incidents requires clear decisive action
on the part of an Incident Commander. This guideline identifies
the best practice in establishing Incident Command and
operating an effective command post. It also fixes responsibility
for the Command function and its associated duties on one
individual at any time during the operations.
The Incident Commander is responsible for the command
function at all times during an incident. As the identity of
incident command changes, through transfers of command, this
responsibility shifts with the title. The term “Command” in the
S.O.G. refers jointly to both person and the function.

Command Procedures are designed to accomplish the following:
 Fix the responsibility for command on a certain individual
through a standard identification system depending on the
arrival sequence of members, units, and officers.
 Insure that strong, direct and visible command will be
established as early as possible in the operation.
 Establish an effective framework outlining the activities
and responsibilities assigned to command.
 Provide for a system for the orderly transfer of command to
subsequent arriving officers.

Command is responsible for four basic fire ground objectives:
1. Provide for the safety and welfare of fire fighting personnel.
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2. Remove endangered occupants and minor first aid
treatment for the injured.
3. Stop the fire and or remove the hazard.
4. Conserve property after the fire control has been achieved.

Command is responsible for the following functions as required
by the circumstances of the situation:
 Assume and confirm command and take an effective
position.
 Rapidly evaluate the situation (size-up).
 Initiate, maintain and control the communication process.
 Identify the overall strategy, develop an attack plan and
assign units.
 Develop an effective scene organization
 Provide continuing command within the framework of
Standard Operating Guidelines.
 Coordinate the transfer of command, as required.
 Request and assign additional resources as required.
 Return companies to service and terminate Command.
 Document all activities.
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All of these functions are responsibilities of Command,
whether or not Command is transferred from one individual to
another. The following functions must be addressed immediately
from the initial assumption of Command.
Initial Report
The first person assuming Command shall transmit a brief
initial radio report including:
1) Unit identification on the scene, confirming assumption of
command and location.
2) Building description (occupancy, size, arrangement,
construction and address), or incident description.
3) Obvious fire / hazard conditions.
4) Action taken (brief description)
5) Any obvious safety concerns.
The terminology used in this report shall be in the form of
clear text. (10 codes should be avoided).

Radio Designation
The radio designation of Command or I/C shall be used.

Command Options
In cases when the initial arriving officer is a Command
officer, efforts should automatically be directed towards
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establishing a Command Post and fulfilling the listed Command
functions.
Locating The Command Post in a location which provides
appropriate workspace, lighting, communication equipment,
materials, reference items, and limited isolation from
distractions will make Command more effective. The Incident
Commander will state the location of the Command Post and
wear the appropriate Command vest (if available).

Modes of Command
Command is initially assumed by the first arriving unit
requiring that member to decide on an appropriate commitment
for his unit. The unit will fall into one of the following modes
listed below:
1) Nothing Showing Mode: These situations generally require
investigation by the first arriving unit while holding others
in staging at a distance. Normally an officer should
accompany the unit to check while utilizing a portable radio
to command the incident.
2) First Attack Mode: Situations which require immediate
action to stabilize the situation, such as interior fires in
residence, apartments or to small commercial occupancies,
medical care, require that the member quickly decide how
to commit his unit. Where fast interior attack is critical,
utilization of portable radio will permit the necessary
involvement in attack without neglecting command
responsibilities. This mode should not last more than a few
minutes and will end with one of the following:
A. Situation is stabilized.
B. Command is passed to the next arriving unit.
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C. A Command Officer arrives and command is
transferred.
D. Situation is not stabilized and the unit must withdraw
to the exterior and establish a Command
Post.
3) Command Mode: Situations that require a strong command
by virtue of the size of the fire, the complexity of the
incident, potential of the occupancy or the possibility of
extension require strong, direct overall command from the
onset. In such cases, the first arriving unit will initially
assume the Command Position and maintain that position
until relieved by a Command Officer. A tactical worksheet
is recommended to be utilized to assist in managing these
situations.
The member assuming command has a choice of modes
and degrees of personal involvement in the attack, but continues
to be fully responsible for the identified task assigned to the
Command position. In all cases, the initiative and judgment of
the Commander are of great importance. The modes identified
are not strict rules, but general guidelines to assist the Command
in planning appropriate actions.

Transfer of Command:
The first arriving unit will automatically assume Command
and will retain Command except for the following conditions:


Command does not have the knowledge or experience



Ranking officer does not agree with the decisions of
Command.
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Command wishing to transfer Command.



Ranking officer takes command due to the type and
complexity of the incident.

Within the chain of command indicated above, the actual
transfer of Command will be regulated by the following
procedure:
1) The Officer assuming Command will communicate with the
person being relieved by radio or preferably face-to-face on
arrival.
2) The person being relieved will brief the officer assuming
Command indicating the following:
A.

General Situation Status
1)
2)
3)

3.

Fire / hazard location, extent, conditions
Effectiveness of control efforts
Safety considerations

B.

Deployment and assignments of operating
companies.

C.

Appraisal of needs for additional resources at the
time.

The person being relieved should review the tactical
worksheet with the command officer. This sheet
provides the most effective framework for Command
transfer as it outlines the location and status of
resources in a standard form that should be well known
to all members.
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Command officers should eliminate all unnecessary radio
traffic while responding unless such communications are
required to insure that Command functions are initiated and
completed. This requires the person initially in command to give
clear on-the-scene report and continues to give updated progress
reports as needed.
The arrival of a ranking officer on the fire ground does not
necessarily mean Command has been transferred to that officer.
Command is transferred only when the outlined communication
function have been completed.
The response and arrival of a ranking officer on the fire
ground strengthens the overall Command function. All officers
will exercise their command prerogative in a supportive manner
that will insure smooth transition and the effective on-going
function of Command.
The person relieved will be utilized to best advantage by
the officer assuming Command.
In cases where an individual id effectively commanding a
tactical situation, and is completely aware of the location and
function of operating companies and the general status of the
situation, it may be desirable for that person to continue in an
active command role. In these cases, the arriving Command
officer may assume a supportive role in the overall Command
functions. Command will be considered to be transferred within
this context by virtue of the Command officer being involved in
the Command process.
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Command Structure
It is the responsibility of Command to develop an
organizational structure, using Standard Operating Guidelines to
effectively manage incident operations. The development of the
organizational structure should begin with the implementation of
the initial tactical control measures and may continue through a
number of phases, Depending on the size and complexity of the
particular situation. The objective must be to develop the
Command organization at a pace which stays ahead or even with
the tactical development of companies.
The basic configuration of a Command structure includes
three levels:
•

Strategic Level – overall incident control

•

Tactical Level – Direction of sectors and
functions

•

Task Level – Company activities

The Strategic Level
This involves the overall command of the incident and
includes establishing major objectives, setting priorities,
allocating resources, predicting outcomes, determining the
appropriate mode of operations (offensive or defensive) and
assigning specific objectives to the tactical level units.
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The Tactical Level
This includes intermediate level officers directing activities
toward specific objectives. Tactical level officers including
sector officers are in charge of group resources operating in an
assigned area or providing special functions at eh scene of an
incident. The accumulated achievements of tactical objectives
should accomplish strategic level objectives.

The Task Level
This level refers to those activities normally accomplished
by individual companies or specific personnel. Task level
activities are routinely supervised by company officers. The
accumulated achievement of task level activities should
accomplish tactical objectives.
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Number:

210.01

Command Responsibilities – Welfare of Victims

It is the policy of the department to deal with the welfare of
the citizens affected by fire or other incidents. It is common for
those involved with fire to need assistance with temporary
housing, clothing, food, and other necessities, Since the
department is not equipped to fill these needs, it is important
that we coordinate the efforts of those agencies that can render
the needed assistance.
It is extremely important in most situations, particularly
those involving injury or death, to provide for both the physical
and emotional welfare of the victims and their relatives and
friends. At every incident department personnel should be aware
of the needs of all concerned and attempt to deal with them
effectively, compassionately, and in a supportive manner. The
details and extent of department involvement is discretionary
and depends highly on the particular circumstances of each
incident. The policy guidelines are to provide as much assistance
as possible within the capabilities of the department.
Command must deal with the immediate physical and
emotional needs of the affected citizens at the scene of the
incident. A welfare sector may be established by Command
whenever the need for this type of assistance is indicated.
At any incident where individuals or families are displaced
from their dwelling, Command will determine the need for
temporary shelter, clothing and other assistance. When those
needs are indicated, Command shall instruct communications to
notify the Red Cross of the situation (This notification should be
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made as soon as possible after the incident has been
stabilized).The communication center will contact Red Cross and
provide Command with an estimated time of arrival (ETA) for a
representative to respond to the scene.
The Red Cross representative shall report to Command
upon arrival at the scene, Command shall notify welfare sector
officer (if established) that these personnel are on scene and
coordinate their contact with the victims. In most cases, the
welfare of the individual are assumed by the Red Cross. If needed
fire department personnel shall continue to assist as long as
necessary.
It is an objective of the department that fires and other
emergencies will not displace residents from their homes. If
possible, the damaged building should be left in a condition
where residents can safely return to the building. The structure
stability of the home must adequately assessed before the
occupants are allowed to return. Also, Command must take into
consideration the fire investigation, inclement weather, utilities
and occupant’s ability to cope with the situation before making
recommendations.
The occupant has the right to return home, after the
investigation is complete, even if Command believes that it is
inappropriate. In these situations, Command must advise the
residents of the potential hazards and situations which may
affect their comfort and document the conversation in the fire
report.
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Number:

210.02

Fire Cause Investigation
It is the responsibility of Command to provide for cause
investigation of every fire incident causing injury or property
damage. This must be accomplished after fire control activities
and before taking salvage and overhaul actions, which could
hinder the investigation. There is a responsibility to attempt to
determine fire cause in all cases, not only when arson is
suspected. The lessons learned in cause determination of
accidental fires will be related back to a national database and
will be used to prevent future fires.

The Investigation
The ranking officer shall have the responsibility of investigating
any fires which caused damage or injury. If a fire scene is
determined to be of a suspicious nature then a representative
from the State Fire Marshals’ office will be called.

Destruction of Evidence
The misconception that evidence is destroyed in a fire has
been the reason many incendiary fires have never been brought
to the attention of the courts.
Evidence is not destroyed in fires, except in rare cases; the
form, shape, color, size and weight are certainly altered, but it
can still be identified and placed in proper prospective.
Fire departments must protect the scene from damage
during fire fighting:
1
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 Extinguishment - evidence can be washed out the door with
misuse of fire streams.
 Overhaul - The most damaging time for evidence.
 Salvage – This operation should not be to thorough until the
investigation phase is completed, except
to diminish the eventual loss.

The Firefighters Role in the Investigation
1.

First responding fire fighters often provide key
information to successful fire investigators.

2.

First arriving personnel are the only individuals who see
the exact condition at this point in time.

Fire fighters should:
a. Check with Command before overhaul
b. Overhaul carefully
c. Use care in application of water
d. Report all finding of evidence, cause, unusual
circumstances to Command.
e. Protect and preserve evidence
f. Establish barricades
g. Guard evidence
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h. Prevent unauthorized persons from entering the building
(including firefighters)
i. Keep fire building under control of fire department
j. If no investigator is present – perform above duties and
seek assistance.
k. Refer all questions to Command

Fire fighters should not:
a. Contaminate the fire scene
b. Cross examine possible suspects
c. Make accusations
d. Give personal opinions
e. State a possible cause
f. Make a statement in jest
g. Give a statement to the media
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300.00

Safety procedures – Fire Ground Safety
Tactical positioning
Positioning of operating companies can severely affect the
safety / survival of such companies. Personnel must us caution
when placed in the following positions:
 Above the fire (floors / roof)
 Where fire can move in behind them
 Where sector cannot control position / retreat
 When involved with opposing fire streams
 Combining interior and exterior attack
 With limited access – one way in / out
 Operating under involved roof structures
 In area containing hazardous materials
 Below ground fires (basement, etc.)
 In areas where a back draft potential exist
 Above / below ground rescue
The safety of firefighting personnel represents the major reason
for an effective and well-timed offensive / defensive decision and
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the associated write-off by Command. When the rescue of
savable victims has been completed, Command must ask:

“Is the risk to my personnel worth the property I can save?”
When operating in a defensive mode, operating positions
should be as far from the involved area as possible while still
remaining effective. Position and operate from behind barriers if
available (fences, walls, etc.) The intent is for personnel to utilize
safe positioning where possible / available. In an effort to safe
guard against sudden hazardous developments such as back
draft explosion, structural collapse, etc.
When operating in an offensive mode, be aggressively
offensive. An effective, coordinated interior attack operation
directed toward knocking down the fire eliminates most eventual
safety problems.
Due to the inherent hazards of the immediate fire or
incident scene, efforts will be made by Command to limit the
number of personnel on the fire ground to those assigned to a
necessary function. All personnel shall be:
 Positioned in staging
 Assigned to a task or operating within a sector
Having completed an assignment and no other assignment is
available within that sector – crews should be assigned to a
resource, staging or rehabilitation sector until such time as they
can be reassigned to an operating sector or released to inservice status.
The intent of the guideline is top minimize fire ground
confusion / congestion and to limit the number of personnel
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exposed to fire ground hazards to only those necessary to
successfully control the operation. Individuals or crews shall be
restricted from wandering about the fire ground or congregating
in nonfunctional groups. If personnel have not been assigned to a
sector or do not have a necessary staff function to perform, they
shall remain outside of the fire ground perimeter.
When it is necessary to engage personnel in exceptionally
hazardous circumstances (ex., to perform rescue), Command will
limit the number of personnel exposed to an absolute minimum
and assure that all feasible safety measures are taken.
In extremely hazardous situations (flammable liquids, LP
Gas, hazardous materials, etc.), Command will engage only an
absolute minimum number of personnel within the hazard zone.
Unmanned master streams will be utilized wherever possible.
In situations where crews must operate from opposing or
conflicting positions, such as front vs. rear attack streams, roof
crew vs. interior crews, etc., utilize a radio or face-to-face
communications to coordinate your actions with those of the
opposing crew in an effort to prevent needless injuries.
Command should notify sector officers or company officers of
opposing or conflicting operations.
Ground crews must be notified and evacuated from interior
positions before elevated master streams go into operation.
Do not operate exterior streams, hand lines, master
streams, etc. into an area where interior crews are operating.
This procedure is intended to prevent injuries to personnel due to
stream blast and the driving of fire and /or heavy heat and smoke
onto the interior crews.
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When laddering a roof, the ladder selected shall be one
which will provide 2’ to 3’ above the roof line. This shall be done
ion an effort to provide personnel operating on the roof with a
visible means of egress.
If possible, when laddering buildings under fire conditions,
place the ladders near building corners or fire walls as these are
generally more stable in the event of structural failure.
When operating either above or below ground level,
establish at least two (2) separate escape routes / means where
possible, (such as stairways, ladders, exits, etc.), preferably at
opposite ends of diagonal corners of the building or separated by
considerable distances.
Many safety principles revolve around action that takes
place within the fire ground perimeter or on the fire ground.
For the purpose of Hahnville Volunteer Fire Department, all
fire fighters at the scene of an incident shall:
a) Report to incident command or staging (if set up) upon
arrival to fire ground
b) Wear protective gear and S.C.B.A. unless otherwise
instructed.
c) Be assigned to a specific task or sector before leaving
Command or staging.
d) All others should remain outside of the fire ground area.
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Sectors
The safety of firefighting personnel represents a major
reason for fire ground sectorization, Sector commanders must
maintain the capability to communicate with forces under their
command so that they can control both the position and function
of their companies. (An example of sector chief within Hahnville
Volunteer Fire Department would be an Assistant Chief whom is
responsible for the front & left side or the back and right side).

Rehabilitation
In an effort to regulate the amount of fatigue suffered by
fire ground personnel during sustained field operations, sector
officers should frequently assess the physical condition of their
assigned personnel. When crew members exhibit signs of serious
physical or metal fatigue, the entire crew should be assigned to
rehabilitation sector from their sector officer. The company
officers request shall indicate the crew’s position / condition,
etc. and shall advise as to the need for a replacement crew.
Individual crews shall not report to rehabilitation sector unless
assigned by the incident commander. Crew members should
report to and remain intact while assigned to rehab.
It is the ongoing responsibility of Command to summoned
adequate resources to tactical situations to effectively stabilize
that situation and to maintain adequate resources during
extended operations to complete all operational phases.
If rehabilitation feels an individual is not capable of
continuing on the fire ground due to his condition, the fire fighter
will remain in rehab until such time they feel he can be released.
If medical attention is needed for the fire fighter, the ambulance
will called and an evaluation performed on the fire fighter to
determine if he should be taken to the hospital for further
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treatment. A fire fighter requiring additional medical treatment at
a hospital will not be allowed to respond to any additional
responses for a minimum of 48 hours after he is released from
the hospital. The fire fighter must obtain clearance from the
officer in charge of department prior to responding.

Structural Collapse
In recent times, structural collapse has been a leading
cause of serious injury and death to fire fighters. For this reason
the possibility of structural collapse should be a major
consideration in the development of any tactical plan.
Structural collapse is always a possibility when a building
is subject to intense fire. In fact, if fire is allowed to affect a
structure long enough some structural failure is inevitable.
Regardless of the age and exterior appearance of the
building, there is always the possibility that a principal structural
supporting member is being seriously affected by heat and may
collapse suddenly inflicting serious injury to the fire fighters.
In a tactical fire involved building, the roof is the most
likely candidate for failure; however failure of the roof may very
likely trigger a collapse of one or more wall sections. This is
especially true if the roof is peak or dome type which may exert
outward pressure against both the bearing and non-bearing walls
upon collapse. In multi-story building or building with basements,
the floor section above the fire may collapse if supporting
members are directly exposed to heat and flames.
A knowledge of various types of building construction can
be invaluable to the fire department officer from a safety
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standpoint as certain types of construction can be expected to
fail sooner than others.
(For Example) Under fire conditions light weight truss and bar
joist construction can be expected to fail after minimal fire
exposure.
Structures have been known to collapse without warning
but usually there are signs which may tip off an alert fire officer.
Action might be taken to avert any imminent hazard.
Tell Tale Signs
 Cracks in exterior walls
 Bulges in exterior walls
 Sound of structural movement – creaking, groaning,
snapping, etc.
 Smoke or water leaking through walls
 Flexible movement of any floor or roof where fire fighters
walk
 Interior or exterior bearing walls of column – leaning,
twisting or flexing
 Swaging or otherwise distorted roof lines
The following construction features or conditions have been
known to fail prematurely or to contribute to early structural
failure when affected by fire.
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Contributing Factors:
 Parapet walls
 Large open (unsupported) areas – supermarkets,
warehouses, etc.
 Large sign marquees – which may pull away from weakened
walls
 Cantilevered canopies – which usually depend on the roof
for support and may collapse as the roof fails
 Ornamental or secondary front or sidewalls – which may
pull away and collapse
 Buildings with light weight truss, bar joist, or bow string
truss, roofs
 Buildings supported by unprotected metal – beams,
columns, etc.
Buildings containing one or more of the above features
must be constantly evaluated for collapse potential. There
evaluations should be of a major consideration toward
determining the tactical mode (Example) Defensive vs. Offensive
attack
It is a principal command responsibility to continue
evaluation and determine if the fire is tenable for interior
operations. This on-going evaluation of structure / fire conditions
requires the input of a company officer advising their sectors and
of sectors advising command of the conditions in their area of
operation.
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Structures of other than fire protected /heavy timber
construction are not designed to withstand the effects of fire and
can be expected to fail after approximately twenty minutes of
heavy fire involvement. If after 10-15 minutes of interior
operations heavy fire conditions still exist, command should
initiate a careful evaluation of structural conditions, and should
be fully prepared to withdraw interior crews and resort to a
defensive position.
If structural failure of a building or section of a building
appears likely, a perimeter must be established a safe distance
from the area which may collapse. All personnel must remain
outside this perimeter.

Evacuation
Interior fire fighting operations should be abandoned when
the extent of the fire prohibits control or the structure becomes
unsafe to operate within. When such conditions make the
building untenable, evacuate, regroup, account for personnel, recommunicate, and redeploy.
Our primary concern, when a hazard, which may affect the
safety of personnel, becomes apparent, is the welfare of those
personnel. In an effort to protect personnel who may suffer the
adverse effects on such hazards such as structural collapse,
explosion, backdraft, etc., a structured method of area
evacuation must be utilized, one which will provide for the rapid /
effective notification of those personnel involved, and one which
will be able to accurately account for those personnel.
The method of evacuation selected will vary depending on
the following circumstances:
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♦

Immanence of the hazard

♦

Type and extent of hazard

♦

Perception of the area affected by the hazard

The “Emergency Traffic” announcement is designed to
provide immediate notification for all fire ground personnel of a
notable hazard that is either about to occur, or has occurred.
The use of “Emergency Traffic” should be initiated only
when the hazard appears to be imminent. The use of “emergency
Traffic” announcement shall be immediately followed by a long
uninterrupted blast, 10 to 15 seconds in length, of the air horns
on the apparatus.
Any member has authority to utilize the “Emergency
Traffic” announcement when it is felt that a notable danger to
personnel is apparent; however considerable discretion should
be applied to its use – “Emergency Traffic” announcements
become ineffective if over used.
When an imminent hazard has been realized, the
“Emergency Traffic” process should be initiated. Usually either a
company officer of sector officer will be the initiator. The
initiator should describe the apparent hazard and order a positive
response, usually to evacuate a particular area or section,
according to the scope of the hazard.
If possible, the sector officers of the area to be evacuated
should request an acknowledgment of the “Emergency Traffic”
traffic order; company officers shall assemble their crews and
promptly exit to a safe location, where the company officer will
again account for all crew members. Shortly after the evacuation
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order, sector officers shall begin the process of accounting for all
evacuated crews. When all affected crews and crew members
are accounted for, the evacuation process is complete. At this
time a more specific determination as to the reality / extent of
the hazard can be made and efforts initiated to re-deploy /
redirect attack forces.
Building evacuation generally involves a shift from
offensive to defensive as an operational strategy. In such cases,
command must develop a corresponding operational plan and
must communicate that plan to all operating elements. This can

be a difficult shift to complete, as units are committed to
positions in an offensive manner. It is extremely important that
everyone get the word that a shift is strategy has been made.
Hazards noted of a less than imminent nature should
usually be handled by a consultation of command, sector officers
and / or the safety officer, company officers, or outside agency
authorities. These officers or specialist should make a
determination as to the nature and possible effect on the
suspected hazard, and advise command so that a more
knowledgeable decision as to the proper course of action can be
made.

Search & Rescue
Search and rescue should be performed according to an
effective, well-planned procedure, which includes the safety
crew personnel.
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Prior to entering the search area, all search team members
should be familiar with a specific plan including the overall
objective, a designation of search area, individual assignments,
etc. This may require a brief conference among the crew
members before entering the search area to develop and
communicate the plan.
Individual search activities should be conducted by two or
more members where possible.
Company officers must maintain an awareness of the
location and function of all members with their crew during
search operations.
If search teams are operating without a hose line, life lines
should be used.
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Safety Procedure – Self Contained Breathing Apparatus

It is the policy of Fire District #3 that all personnel
expected to respond and function in areas of atmospheric
contamination, shall be equipped with a Self-Contained Breathing
Apparatus (S.C.B.A.) and trained in its proper use and
maintenance.
Each S.C.B.A. will be visually inspected before use by the
user and given a thorough check at the monthly equipment
check.
If a S.C.B.A. is found to be functioning improperly, it shall
be taken out of service, red tagged, reported and replaced
immediately.
The intent of the S.C.B.A. policy is to avoid any respiratory
contact with products of combustion, superheated gases, toxic
products, or other hazardous contaminants.
The use of breathing apparatus means that all
The use of breathing apparatus means that all personnel
shall have face pieces in place, breathing air from the supply
provided. Self Contained Breathing Apparatus shall be used by all
have face pieces in place, breathing air from the supply provided.
Self Contained Breathing Apparatus shall be used by all
personnel operating:
 In a contaminated Atmosphere
 In an atmosphere which may suddenly become contaminated
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 In an atmosphere which is oxygen deficient
 In an atmosphere which is suspected of being contaminated
or oxygen deficient
This includes all personnel operating:
 In an active fire area
 Directly above / below an active fire area
 In a potential explosion or fire area, including gas leaks and
fuel spills
 Where products of combustion are visible in the atmosphere,
including vehicle fires and dumpster fires.
 Where invisible contaminants are suspected to be present (ex.
Carbon Monoxide during overhaul)
 Where toxic products are present, suspected to be present, or
may be release without warning.
 In any confined space, which has not been tested to establish
respiratory safety.
In addition to the above, S.C.B.A.’s shall be worn by all
personnel operating at fire incidents above ground, below
ground or in any other area which is not, but which may
become contaminated by products of combustion or other
hazardous substances. In these circumstances only, the
S.C.B.A. may be worn with the face piece removed. The
wearing of the S.C.B.A. in these conditions provides that it will
be immediately available for use if conditions change or if
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personnel are to enter an area where the use of S.C.B.A. is
required.
Premature removal of S.C.B.A. must be avoided at all times.
This is particularly significant during overhaul when
smoldering materials may produce increased quantities of
carbon monoxide and other toxic products. In these cases
S.C.B.A.’s must be used or the atmosphere must be changed.
In routine fire situations, the decision to remove S.C.B.A.
shall be made by the sector officer, with approval from
Command, based on an evaluation of conditions. Prior to
removal, fire areas must be thoroughly ventilated and, where
necessary, continuous ventilation shall be provided.
If there is any doubt about the respiratory safety, S.C.B.A.
use shall be maintained until the atmosphere is established to
be safe by testing. Safety officer shall be responsible for this
determination. This is required in complex situations,
particularly when toxic materials may be involved.
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Safety Procedure – Protective Clothing
The following are the department guidelines for wearing
protective clothing. These polices apply to all members, Line or
Staff.

Definition
Full Protective Clothing – Helmet with face shield, turnout coat
and paints, boots and approved gloves.
(Structural fire fighting includes Nomex hood)
Full protective gear shall be worn when fighting fire. The
Incident Commander may relax policy depending on situation.
EMS responses for extrication shall require full protective
gear as defined above and may include rubber gloves depending
on the situation.
EMS responses by the Medical Squad for medical emergencies,
shall require appropriate personal protective equipment, as
outlined in their training, required to safely handle incident.
Full turn-out gear is required when performing the following
actions:


Operating on the fire ground



Performing Auto Extrication



Operating any forcible entry tools
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As determined by the incident commander for personnel
safety
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Safety Procedure – Protective Clothing – Maintenance
The purpose of this procedure is to set standards for the
maintenance of protective clothing (Bunker Gear).
Each member of the fire department is responsible for the
cleaning, care and maintenance of all issued protective
equipment. The individual member is responsible for obtaining
repairs or replacement items through the Assistant Chief.
All protective gear shall be of a type and kind issued by the
department. Items shall not be worn that have not been issued
by the department.

Helmets:
Helmets shall be maintained reasonably clean with proper
logo and name in place. Face shield, chinstrap and suspension
shall be in good condition.
Cleaning:
 Helmets should be cleaned with hot tap water
and mild (household) detergent.
 The following is a list of additional cleaning
materials, which may be used to clean
stubborn dirt and smoke stains from the
helmet:
 Isopropyl Alcohol
 Windex (regular w/o Ammonia)
 Dishwashing Detergent
 Dupont Wash-Wax
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 Jeweler’s polish for face shield
scratches
 The use of other materials such as strong
(Industrial strength) detergents, solvents,
petroleum products, etc. will damage the
shell and face shield.

Repair of Helmets
Repair:






Missing nuts on face shield adapters
Face shield excessively scratched
Chin strap and assembly broken or torn
Helmet liner worn, shredded, split or cracked
Webbed suspension broken
Replace:
 Split / cracked/ scratched face shield
 Helmet with visible cracks
 Helmet wrapped from heat exposure
 Helmet exposed to mist or fumes, which are known to
weaken Polycarbons.

Note: All items constructed from thermoplastics are susceptible
to ultraviolet and chemical degradation. When the helmet looses
its surface gloss and the surface begins to flake away, this
chemical degradation has occurred. During inspections, helmets
will be checked for these conditions and the shell will be
replaced immediately if they are evident.
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Nomex Hood
Cleaning - use warm water and any mild detergent

Replace:
 Holes in hood


Hoods which are not fire department approved



Hoods stretched out of shape

Gloves
Cleaning - Use warm water and mild detergent
Replace:
 Stitching worn or rotten
 Glove insulation is worn through
 Leather split
 Holes in gloves
 Gloves which are not fire department approved
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Turnout coat & Pants
Cleaning:
Liners and shell can be washed with mild detergent and
water
Heavily soiled spots can be removed with general spot cleaners
Do not use bleach or detergents with whiteners or brightners

Repairs:
 All repairs requiring stitching must be made with nomex
thread
 Broken snaps
 Rivets pulled loose from fabric and from the objects they
secure
 Suspenders, snaps, and leather eyes which are broken or
elongated
 Stitching missing
 Holes or rips in shell or garment
 Frayed or worn collars
 Ripped Liners
 Reflective stripes which are cracked or torn
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Replace:
 Coats & pants on which the stitching is damaged beyond
repair
 Coats & pants on which fabric is worn
 Coats & pants soiled to the point they cannot be cleaned or
saturated with oil, tar, etc.

Boots:

Cleaning – use warm water and any mild detergent
Repair:
 Felt lining which has come loose from the top of the boot
 Boot loops broken
Replace:
 Any boot with holes in sole or cuts in body of boot
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Safety Procedure – Driver Safety
It is the responsibility of the driver of each fire department
vehicle to drive safely and prudently at all times. Vehicles shall
be operated in compliance with the Louisiana motor vehicle
statues. The statues provide specific legal exceptions to regular
regulations which apply to fire department vehicles only when
responding to an emergency incident. Emergency response does
not absolve the driver of any responsibility to drive with due
caution. The driver of the emergency vehicle is responsibility for
its operation at all times.
The use of sirens and warning lights does not automatically
give the right-of-way to the emergency vehicle. These devices
simply request the right-of way from other drivers, based on their
awareness of the emergency vehicle presence. Emergency
vehicle drivers must make every possible effort to make their
presence and intended actions known to other drivers, and must
drive defensively to be prepared for the unexpected
inappropriate actions of others.
When emergency vehicles must travel in center or
oncoming traffic lanes, the maximum permissible speed shall be
20 mph.
Intersections present the greatest potential danger to
emergency vehicles. When approaching and crossing an
intersection with the right-of-way, drivers shall not exceed
posted speed limits.
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When emergency vehicles must use center or oncoming
traffic lanes to approach controlled intersections, (traffic light or
stop sign) they must come to a complete stop before proceeding
through the intersection, including occasions when the
emergency vehicle has green traffic lights.
When approaching a negative right-of-way intersection (red
light, stop sign) the vehicle shall come to a complete stop and
may proceed only when the driver can account for all incoming
traffic in all lanes yielding the right-of-way.
Emergency response is authorized only in conjunction with
emergency incidents. Unnecessary emergency response shall be
avoided. In order to avoid any unnecessary emergency response,
the following rules shall apply.


When the first unit reports on the scene with “nothing
showing” or an equivalent report, all additional units shall
continue the emergency, but shall not exceed the posted
speed limit.



The first arriving unit will advise additional units to respond
non-emergency whenever appropriate and as soon as
possible.

Drivers shall avoid backing whenever possible; where
backing is unavoidable, backing S.O.G.’s (Number 302.01) shall
be used.
All members are required to use seat belts at all times
when operating a department vehicle. Anyone riding as a
passenger in a department vehicle is also required to use
seatbelts. The driver will confirm that all personnel and riders are
on-board, properly attired, with seatbelts fastened, before the
vehicle is permitted to move.
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All personnel shall ride in regular seats provided with seat
belts. Riding on tailboards or other exposed positions is not
permitted on any vehicle. Exceptions shall be made for personnel
only during participation in parades. These exceptions apply only
after the truck is at the parade site and ready to begin the route.
The unique hazards of driving on or adjacent to the fire
ground requires the driver to use extreme caution and to be alert
and prepared to react tot eh unexpected.
Drivers must consider the dangers their moving vehicle
poses to fire ground personnel and spectators who may be
preoccupied with the emergency, and may inadvertently step in
front of or behind a moving vehicle.
When stopped at the scene of an incident, vehicles should
be placed to protect personnel who may be working in the street
and warning lights shall be used to make approaching traffic
aware of the incident. At night, vehicle mounted flood lights and
any other lighting available shall be used to illuminate the scene.
All personnel working in or near traffic lanes shall wear bunker
gear for visibility. Traffic vests may also be worn in lieu of bunker
gear if directing traffic.
If it is not necessary to park vehicles in or near traffic
lanes, the vehicle should be pulled off the road to parking lots,
curbs, etc., whenever possible.
The driver of the vehicle is responsible for the safety of all
vehicle operations and managing compliance of this procedure.
Hahnville Fire Department vehicle shall be operated in a
manner that provides for the safety of all personnel and property.
Safe arrival shall always have priority over unnecessary speed or
reckless driving en route to an emergency incident.
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Prompt, safe response shall be attained by:
 Leaving the station in a standard manner:
 Quickly mounting apparatus
 All personnel n board, seated and seat belts attached
 Station doors fully opened
 Driving defensively and professionally at reasonable speeds
 Knowing where you are going prior to exiting the station
 Using warning devices to move around traffic and to
request the right-of-way in a safe and predictable manner.

Fast response shall not be attained by:
 Leaving quarters before crew has mounted safely and
before station doors have opened completely
 Driving to fast for conditions
 Driving recklessly or without regard for safety
 Taking unnecessary chances with negative right-of-way
intersections
 Intimidating or scaring other drivers
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Emergency response review:
o Maximum speed is 15 mph over posted speed limit
o Traveling in center or oncoming traffic lanes – max 20 mph
o Traveling in center or oncoming lanes – complete stop at all
traffic lights / stop signs
o Posted speed limit when entering intersections with green
lights
o Complete stop at all red lights and stop signs
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Vehicle Backing

Purpose: Prevent accidents and to insure proper technique when
backing department vehicles
 The driver of the vehicle is responsible for the vehicle and
its safety
 The drive will use spotters available when backing up The
driver will also use spotters when negotiating forward turns
with restrictive side clearances or where height clearances
are uncertain.
 If there are no spotters available, the driver will dismount
the vehicle and make a complete and make a complete 360
degree survey around the vehicle to determine if there are
any obstructions present. The driver will also check to see
that all compartment doors are shut and that all portable
equipment is properly stowed.
 Spotters will not ride the tail board while backing the
vehicle
 When vehicles must be backed where other traffic exist,
the vehicle’s emergency light will be operating.
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EMS – Medical Calls and Fire Ground Injuries
Purpose:

To define the policy for medical incidents involving
the department.

1) The injured person, if in immediate danger due to
surrounding, will be moved to a safe location using the
knowledge of fire fighters present at scene. If a member of
the Medical Squad is available the patient will be turned
over to the squad for emergency treatment, stabilization
and packaging for transfer to medical facility. If no squad
member is available; the fire fighters will do what they can
until medical attention can arrive, providing they do not
exceed their level of training on file with the Hahnville VFD.
2) The Incident commander shall be notified of the person
injured, incident leading to injury if known and extent of
injuries.
3) Command shall request an ambulance to be dispatched if
not already on scene
4) Once the ambulance arrives on scene, they will take
control of the patient treatment with assistance from
medical squad if needed.
5) If the patient is a fire fighter, the medical squad member or
a fire fighter will either follow or accompany the injured to
the hospital and keep Command abreast of the injured fire
fighters condition.
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Medical Squad

OBJECTIVE
Provide medical assistance, as requested, to the residences of Fire Protection
District #3.
Provide medical assistance to Fire fighters, as requested, by Incident
Command.

Leadership
Under direction of the elected medical officer
(Internal QA, Interface with Medical Director, Maintenance, Operation &
Repair of Equipment, Record Keeping, Interface with State EMS)
Report to Fire Chief

Squad Membership
Members meeting the requirement of the Louisiana Bureau of EMS and up-todate Emergency Medical Responder certification.

Squad Members Training Requirements
State Required Training
American Heart CPR OR Equilvant
AED
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Department Required Training
Blood Borne Pathogens
Patient confidentiality
Obtain & Maintain First Responder Certification
Skills review on AED every 6 months

Response
Respond as request by Fire Dispatch for Medical Assistance through paging
system.
Respond with Rescue Truck.
No transports allowed in personal vehicles or fire department equipment.
Responsible for retrieval of equipment utilized on patient.
Squad responsible for making call of additional assistance if needed.

Additional Responsibilities
Restocking / reordering of expendable items used.
Cleaning & disaffecting of all equipment used.
Completion of reports for State EMS & Fire Department as required including
downloading of data from AED data chip.
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Medical Squad Protocols

THE FOLLOWING GUIDELINES IS FOR USE BY THE
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ST CHARLES PARISH FIREMAN’S ASSOCIATION
STANDARD OPERATING GUIDELINES
1. The following guidelines are to be used by the NREMT's as
Protocols for the treatment of patients by members of the St
Charles Parish Fireman’s Association in St. Charles Parish.
The intent of these protocols are not to be used as standing
orders but will follow the standard etiology of the injuries /
illnesses contained in these protocols.
2. It is the goal of this department to provide the highest quality of
care to all patients. In this regard, all patients shall receive the
level that is required. The highest level medic shall ultimately be
responsible for the patients care.
3. The medics of St Charles Parish Fireman’s Association will be
responsible for obtaining adequate patient rapport,
implementing patient care set by the protocols, insuring patient
confidentiality and relaying the patient information to the proper
higher ranking health care providers upon their arrival. The
senior first responder EMT Basic will be responsible for
completing an accurate patient report, maintaining patient
confidentiality and turning in the paperwork to the EMS officer
or fire chief of your department
EMS officer who will intern review and keep the records on file.
4. All medical calls are to be handled at a minimum of a code 2
response. Once a medic arrives on scene it is the responsibility
of that individual to determine the code at which other
personnel are to respond.
5. First Responders will be required to follow their level of training
obtained in their class. At no time will the first responder be
allowed to operate as a NREMT Basic or outside their scope of
practice.

GENERAL TREATMENT PROTOCOL
It is the purpose of this protocol to allow for the continuing care for all
patients treated by the St Charles Parish Fireman’s Association
Medical Team
1. Always do a scenes survey, assessing for safety hazards to you
or to your patient.
2. Initial assessment.
 General impression
 Level of responsiveness
 ABC's
 Treat life-threatening injuries
 Patient priority
3. Focused examination
 Base line vitals
1. Repeat vitals every 5 min. for unstable patient
and every l5 min. for stable patients
 SAMPLE history
 Determine either focused physical exam or rapid trauma
assessment
2. Focused physical exam/ OPQRST
3. Rapid trauma assessment/ D-CAP-BTLS

4. Ongoing assessment
 Repeat initial assessment
 Repeat vitals as per patient’s condition
 Reassess any interventions
 Deliver patient report for transfer of patient care to
 proper higher ranking hearth care providers/ EMS

RESPIRATORY DISTRESS PROTOCOL
The following is the recommended treatment for all patients
presenting with respiratory distress:

Treatment
1. Initial assessment
2. Administer oxygen
3. For asthma patients the EMT may assist the patient with up to
three doses of their prescribed inhailer
4. Focused examination
5. Ongoing assessment

SEVERE ANAPHYLAXIS PROTOCOL
This is the recommended treatment for patients that present with
respiratory distress and urticaria due to an allergic reaction and is
presenting with some or all of the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Dysphagia
Chest tightness
Hypotension
Pruritis

Treatment
1.
2.
3.
4.

Initial assessment
Administer oxygen
Focused examination
The EMT Basic may assist the patient with their prescribed EpiPen
5. Ongoing assessment

UNCONSCIOUS OR Altered Mental Status PROTOCOL
All patients that present with unconscious or altered mental status
should be treated as follows:

Treatment
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Initial assessment
Administer oxygen
Focused examination
Detailed assessment investigating possible causes of mental
status change
Check blood sugar
If trauma is suspected maintain cervical spine immobilization
and secure the patient to the LSB with appropriate cervical
collar
Maintain the patient’s airway at all times
Ongoing assessment

CHF & SYMPTOMATIC HYPERTENSION PROTOCOL
For patients presenting with symptomatic hypertension with a
diastolic over 120mmhg and/or CHF, the treatment is as follows:

Treatment
1.
2.
3.
4.

Initial assessment
Administer oxygen
Focused examination
If patient is presenting with chest pains, the EMT Basic may
assist the patient with their prescribed nitroglycerin
5. Ongoing assessment

ACUTE MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION PROTOCOL
The following protocol is for all patients presenting with signs /
symptoms consistent with a myocardial infarction, ie:

 Heavy retrosternal chest discomfort or aching discomfort to
their arm, jaw, neck, back, or shoulder
 Nausea, vomiting, diaphoresis
 Epigastric discomfort
 Acute onset of dyspnea

Treatment
1.
2.
3.
4.

Initial assessment
Administer oxygen
Focused examination
If the patient is experiencing any discomfort, and is not
hypotensive the EMT may assist the patient with one of their
nitroglycerin tablets (1/150gr.) sublingual every five minutes
and titrate to termination of discomfort or a maximum of three
doses. Monitor BP every five minutes.
5. Ongoing assessment

SEIZURE PROTOCOL
If a patient present with active seizure activity or in a postictal state
the treatment is as follows:

Treatment
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Initial assessment
Maintain airway
Administer oxygen
Protect the patient from injury, treat trauma as soon as possible
Focused examination
Ongoing assessment

HYPOVOLEMIC SHOCK PROTOCOL
The following should be done for the symptomatic hypovolemic
patient. It is the purpose of this protocol to adhere to the guidelines of
BTLS.

Treatment
1. Initial assessment
2. Administer oxygen
3. Control any major hemorrage including treatment of open chest
wounds
4. If mechanism of injury indicates, secure the patient to the LSB
5. Keep the patient covered to prevent any heat loss
6. If systolic BP drops below 100mmhg and no trauma is
suspected elevate patient’s lower extremities, if trauma is
evident and the patient is on the LSB elevate the lower portion
of the spine board once the patient is immobilized
7. Focused examination
8. Ongoing assessment

BURN PROTOCOL
The following protocol is for all burn patients:

Treatment
1.
2.
3.
4.

Initial assessment
Maintain airway
Administer oxygen
Apply dressing as follows:
 Dry Dressings
1. 1st degree open / closed
2. 2nd degree closed
 Saline Soaked Sterile Dressings
1. 2nd degree / opened
2. 3rd degree open / closed
5. Focused examination
6. Ongoing assessment

POISONING PROTOCOL
For all patients presenting with possible poisoning

Treatment
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Initial assessment
Maintain patients airway
If determined necessary administer oxygen
Focused examination
Obtain information on the substance or substances in question
associated with the poisoning
6. If necessary contact the Poison Control Hotline at 1-800-2569822
7. Ongoing assessment

TRAUMA PROTOCOL
For all patients associated with trauma related injuries:

Treatment
1. Initial assessment
2. Administer oxygen
3. For patients requiring spinal immobilization from a seated
position the Kendrick Extrication Device (KED) may be used by
the NREMT Basic. Once the patient is extricated from the
sitting position the patient must then be put and secured to the
LSB if applicable.
4. A traction splint may be used by the NREMT Basic for patients
with mid-shaft femur fractures, as long as, there are no
contraindications associated with the patient’s injuries.
5. For patients requiring treatment for bleeding wounds and shock
treat all life threatening arterial bleeds first. Cover wound with
direct pressure, elevate, and if necessary use proximal pressure
point. Bandage with a pressured dressing. Cover the patient to
prevent heat loss. Elevate lower extremities if the patient’s
systolic blood pressure is less than 100mmhg.
6. Focused examination
7. Ongoing assessment

AUTOMATED EXTERNAL DEFIBULATOR (AED) PROTOCOLS

This protocol Is designed for the use of the AED in the event of
cardiac arrest

Treatment
1. Initial assessment
2. If the patient is unconscious pulseless, and or apenic initiate
CPR until the AED is assessable
3. Administer CPR and deliver shocks via the AED as per
American Heart Association CPR and Heartsaver guidelines
4. Intubate with Combitube, or King’s tube when necessary
5. Focused examination
6. Ongoing assessment
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Tactical Guidelines – Apparatus Placement
Fire fighters operate with a natural inclination to drive
apparatus as close to the fire as possible. This often results in
positioning of apparatus that is both dysfunctional and
dangerous. The placement of all apparatus on the fire ground
should be a reflection on the following:


Guidelines for first arriving company



Staging procedure



Direct order fro command



Conscious decision on the part of the driver operator based
on existing or predictable conditions

Effective apparatus placement must begin with the arrival
of the first units. The placement of the initial arriving engine, and
rescue should be based upon initial size-up and general
conditions upon arrival. First arriving companies should place
themselves to maximum advantage and go to work; later arriving
units should be placed in a manner that builds on the initial plan
and allows for expansion of the operation.
Avoid “belly to butt” placement on the fire ground. Do not
drive all fire apparatus directly to the fire. Later arriving
companies should stage a minimum of one block short of the
immediate fire area, and remain uncommitted until ordered into
action by Command. Company officers should select staged
positions with a maximum of tactical options.
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In large, complex and lengthy fire ground operations
additional companies should be staged consistent with level 2
staging procedure. Under these procedures, Command
communicates directly with the staging officer for the additional
resources required on the fire ground.
Command must maintain awareness that access provides
tactical options and that the immediate fire area can quickly
become congested with apparatus. The officer must regard
apparatus on the fire ground into two categories:
 Apparatus that is working
 Apparatus that is parked (Parked and out of the way –
should be in staging area)
Maintain an access lane down the center of the street when ever
possible.
Think of fire apparatus as an expensive exposure: Position
working apparatus in a manner that considers extent and
location of the fire and a pessimistic evaluation of fire spread
and building failure. Anticipate the heat which may be released
with a structural collapse. Apparatus should generally be
positioned at least 30 feet away from involved building even
when nothing showing. Greater distances are indicated in many
situations.

Beware of putting fire apparatus in places where it cannot be
repositioned easily and quickly – particularly operations positions
with only one way in and out (Ex.) yards, alleys, driveways, etc.
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Beware of overhead power lines when positioning apparatus.
Do not park where lines may fall.
If apparatus does become endangered, operate lines between
it and the fire while you reposition it. When you move it -move it
to a position that is safe. It is dysfunctional to move an
apparatus several times through out the progress of the fire.
Take maximum advantage of good operating positions and
“build” the capability of units assigned to these effective
positions. The initial arriving pumpers should be placed in “key”
positions. These positions should offer maximum fire attack
access to the fire area and be supplied with large diameter pump
supplied lines as quickly as possible. Subsequent arriving
companies can operate the hose lines from these apparatus.
Place the “key” companies first – before later arriving units block
access.
Key tactical positions should be identified and engines placed
in those locations with strong water supply. The water supply
should be at least one pumped line to an engine on a hydrant or
porta-pond(drafting). When high volume is indicated, two pumped
supplied lines should be provided. The forward engine can
distribute the water supply to a variety of hand lines, master
streams, or devices.
Take full advantage of hydrants close to the fire before laying
additional supply lines to distant hydrants.
A pumper hooked close to the fire can usually supply two
“forward” pumpers in attack position.
Secondary hydrants should be used to obtain additional water
supply if the demand exceeds the capability of the closest
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hydrant. Draft operations necessitate increase awareness and
placement of apparatus.
Take advantage of the equipment on apparatus already in the
fire area instead of bringing in more apparatus. Connect extra
lines to pumps which already have good supply lines instead of
making “daisy chain” supply line connections.
Do not hook up to hydrants near the fire building where
structural failure or fire extension will jeopardize the apparatus.
Fire hose soon limits the general access as the fire ground
operations get older. Command and sector officers must direct
apparatus to important positions as early as possible. Lines
should be laid with attention to access. Try to lay lines on the
same side of the street as the hydrant and cross over near the
fire.
Spot the Command Post in a manner that will allow maximum
visibility of the fire building and surrounding area and the general
effect of the companies operating on the fire. Command position
should be easily and logical to find and should not restrict the
movement of other apparatus.
Rescue units should be spotted in a safe position that provide
the most effective treatment of fire victims and fire fighting
personnel, while not blocking movement of other apparatus or
interfering with fire fighting operations.
Rescue units must also provide ambulance access to the
treatment area for situations involving patient transportation.
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Tactical Guidelines – When to Summon Additional
Resources
The decision required providing for adequate resources are
an important factor in effective fire ground management.
Command must balance the tactical problems with the resources
required to handle those problems and stay ahead of the
situation through effective forecasting. Beware of “crisis
Management”: Situation grows at a rate faster than the response
rate to that situation – Command end up with an out of control
situation and inadequate resources to control it.
Many times command will reach a point where command
begins to debate whether to call additional resources or not – in
such cases call for it. If the extra resources in not needed, it can
easily be put back in service.

When to call for additional resources:
 If any situations are anticipated as described below,
additional resources should be called immediately.
 Actual or potential fire situations exist and the life hazard
exceeds the rescue capabilities of initial alarm companies.
 The number, location and condition of actual victims exceeds
the rescue / removal/ treatment capabilities of companies.
 An actual or potential fire situation exists and the property
protection demand (both internal and external) exceeds the
fire control capabilities of initial alarm companies.
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 Fire conditions become more severe or the situation
deteriorates significantly
 All companies have been committed and the situation is not
controlled
 Forces are depleted due to exhaustion or injury or are trapped
or missing; Command must forecast the effect the fire will
have on personnel and provide for the support of such
personnel in advance.
 Command runs out of some resources (men, water, equipment,
command, etc.)
 There is evidence of significant fire but companies are unable
to determine the location and extent
 The commitment of companies is not effective
 Companies cannot effectively perform early salvage
operations
 Situation becomes so widespread / complex that Command
can no longer effectively “cope” – the situation requires large
command organization and more sector functions.
 Command instinctively feels the need to summon additional
resources – (Don’t disregard fire ground hunches)
It is the continuing responsibility and function of command
to determine the resources required to control the situation
and to provide for timely call for additional resources required.
The early call for additional resources will tend to consistently
save the day.
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Command must be aware of both capability and response
time of additional resources and effectively integrate these
facts into calls for additional resources.
Some tactical situations move slowly, while some move
very quickly. Command must call for additional resources at a
rate that stays ahead of the incident. Some situations require
the categorical call for additional alarms or upgrading and
assignment upon knowledge of particular characteristics or
conditions; in other situations, command will initiate some fire
control activities, ask for reports and, based upon receipt of
bad news, will call for additional resources.
When calling for additional resources, command must build
a corresponding command organization – structure to manage
that additional resource. Command can not encounter a big
fire situation, call additional resources, and then expect to
efficiently manage the additional resource in a single
command mode.
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Tactical Guidelines –Fire Ground Factors
Fire ground factors offer a standard list of basic items
command must consider in the evaluation of tactical situations.
This list should provide command with a “checklist” of the basic
items that are involved in size-up, decision making, initiating
action, review, and revision of the fire ground.
The effective command officers can only deal with a limited
number of factors of any kind on the fire ground. Within the
framework of that limitation, the identification of critical factors
is extremely important. All the factors are not critical fire ground
factors that are not critical in any one tactical situation.
Command must identify the critical fire ground factors that are
significant in each tactical situation – the list of factors offers a
framework for that process.
Many times we begin operations before adequately
considering the critical fire ground factors. Size-up is a
conscious process involving the very rapid but deliberate
consideration of the critical factors and the development of a
rational plan of attack based on those conditions. Attack is many
times an instinctive action-oriented process that involves talking
the shortest and quickest route directly to the fire. Action feels
good in fire ground situations while thinking delays action.
Beware of non-thinking attack situations and non-thinking
attackers! Sensual fire fighting is dangerous fire fighting.
Fire ground factors represent an array of items that are
dynamic during the entire fire ground process. The relative
importance of each factor necessarily changes throughout that
time frame. Command must continually deal with these changes
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and base decisions on factor information that is timely and
current. Beware of developing an initial plan of attack and
sticking to that same initial plan throughout then fire, even
though conditions continue to change. Effective fire operations
require attack plan revisions that continually reconsider fire
ground factors based upon information feedback.
In critical fire situations, Command may develop an initial
plan for initial attack based on incomplete evaluation of fire
ground factors. In such cases, efforts must continue throughout
the operation to improve the information on which those
decisions are based. Command will seldom operate with
complete information during initial operations.
The effective management of each fire ground factor
requires Command to apply a somewhat different form of
information management (vision, recon, preplan) to each factor.
This is particularly true between the major categories of factors.
Command must deal with each factor in the most effective
manner.
Most tactical situations represent a complex problem with
regard to how command deals with fire ground factor
information. There are factors that can be determined from a
command position on the outside of the structure and other
factors that can only be determined from other operating
positions – both outside and inside the structure. Fire ground
intelligence available to command is developed utilizing an
overlapping variety of information management factors and
forms. These forms of information management revolve around
the three basic information factors:
A. Visual factors – These factors include those obvious to visual
observation and those absorbed subconsciously. This visual
information is categorized as the type that can normally be
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gained by actually looking at a tactical situation from the
outside. This form of intelligence involves the perceptive
capability of command.
B. Reconnaissance Factors – These factors include information
that is not visually available to Command from a position on
the outside of a tactical situation and must be gained by
actually sending someone to check-out, go-see, look-up,
research, advise, call, go-find, etc.. This generally involves
Command making a specific assignment and then receiving
information – oriented report.
C. Preplanning and Familiarity Factors – These factors include
the intelligence that is gained from formal pre-fire planning
and general informal familiarization activities.
Such intelligence increases the information initially
available to Command from outside of the tactical situation.
This information provides command with intelligence that
would otherwise have come from a reconnaissance report or
might not be available.

The following are fire ground factors, which should be
evaluated by Command as they pertain to each tactical
situation. They can be obtained by using the above
information management factors.

Building






Size
Roof type (Bowstring, bar joist, etc.)
Interior arrangement / access (stairs, halls, elevators)
Construction type
Age
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Condition – faults / weaknesses
Value
Compartmentation / Separation
Vertical –Horizontal opening, shafts, channels
Outside opening – doors and windows / degree of
security
Utility characteristics (Hazards / controls)
Concealed Spaces / Attic characteristics
Exterior Access
Effect the fire has had on then structure (at this point)
Time projection on continuing fire effect on building

Fire










Size
Extent (% of structure involved)
Location
Stage (Inception – flashover)
Direction of Travel (Most dangerous)
Time of involvement
Type and Amount of Material involved – structure / interior /
finish
/contents / everything
Type and amount of material left to burn
Products of combustion liberation

Occupancy



Specific occupancy
Type-group (Business, public assembly, institutional,
residential, hazardous, industrial, storage, school, etc.)
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Value characteristics associated with occupancy
Fire Load (size, Nature)
Status (Open, closed, occupied, vacant, abandoned, under
construction)
Occupancy Associated characteristics / hazards
Type of contents (Based on occupancy)
Time – As it affects occupancy use
Property conservation profile susceptibility of contents to
damage
Need for Salvage

Life Hazard













Number of Occupants
Location of occupants (in relation to the fire)
Condition of Occupants (By virtue of fire exposure)
Incapacities of Occupants
Commitment required for search and rescue (men,
equipment, & command)
Fire Control required for search & rescue
Needs for EMS
Time estimate of fire effect on victims
Exposure of spectators / control of spectators
Hazards to fire personnel
Access rescue forces have to victims
Characteristics of escape routes / avenues (Type, safety,
fire conditions, etc.)
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Access, arrangement & distance of external exposure
Combustibility of exposures
Access, arrangement & distance of internal exposures
Severity and urgency of exposures (fire effect)
Value of exposures
Most dangerous direction – avenue of spread
Time estimate of fire effect on exposures (Internal &
External)
Obstructions to operations
Capability / limitations on apparatus movement and use

Resources













Personnel and equipment on scene
Personnel and equipment responding
Personnel and equipment available in reserve or in staging
Estimate of response time for additional resources
Condition of personnel
Capability & willingness of personnel
Capability of command personnel
Availability of hydrants
Supplemental water sources
Adequacy of water supply
Built-in private fire protection (Sprinkler, standpipe, alarms)
Outside agencies resource and response time
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Other Factors / Conditions








Time of day / night
Day of week
Seasonal
Special Hazards by virtue of holidays & special events
Weather (wind, rain, heat, cold, humid, visibility)
Traffic conditions
Social conditions (strike, riot, mob, rock festival)
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Tactical Guidelines – Tactical Priorities

Tactical priorities identify the four separate tactical functions
that must be complete in order to stabilize any fire situation –
These priorities also establish the order in which these basic fire
ground functions must be performed.
These functions should be regarded as separate, yet interrelated,
activities which must be dealt with in order. Command cannot
proceed on to the next priority until the current function
objective has been completed.
Basic tactical priorities are as follows:





Firefighter safety & survival
Rescue
Fire Control
Property conservation

Firefighter Safety and Survival – The use of S.O.G.’s and safety of
assignments given to firefighters.

Rescue – The activities required to protect occupants, remove
those who are threatened and to treat
the injured.

Fire Control – The activities required to stop the forward progress
of the fire and to bring the fire under
control.
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